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INTRODUCTION
From the picturesque Bavarian alpine region in Germany comes an authentic line of fine food & cocktail flavoring, manufactured with traditional methods and skilled craftsmanship. The pristine environment of Germany’s southernmost
area has a rich history in herbal extracts. Naturally, it is also the home of the high quality bitters brand Berg & Hauck’s.
Superior ingredients are sourced from all over the world to achieve the best flavor and enrich the taste of fine food and
mixed drinks with unparalleled balance and complexity. Carefully selected herbs and spices are combined and their
flavors extracted in small batches with an extra slow maceration time.
The Berg & Hauck’s fine food and cocktail flavorings are made solely from natural ingredients. No artificial flavors
ensure the best quality money can buy.
Stephan Berg & Alexander Hauck, the men behind the brand, are widely credited for reviving the love for lost cocktail
bitters, kick starting the growing movement around the world for fine food and cocktails and new and innovative
products.
Enjoy Berg & Hauck’s Bitters in your favorite cocktail or mixed drink. They also add delicious flavor to numerous food
dishes like soups, salads, meat, fish, fruits, sauces, puddings and cakes.
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WHAT ARE BITTERS ?

Bitters traditionally are composed
of aromatic oils and essences from fruits,
herbs, roots, barks, seeds, etc. and an
alcoholic base to create a bitter or
bittersweet potion. They were originally
developed as patent medicines but now
serve as digestifs and food and
cocktail flavorings.
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BITTERS GO AMERICA
• After first attempts made by alchemist, European monks developed the first
bitters by macerating herbs and spices with medicinal values in alcohol.
• In the 17th century many Europeans emigrated to
America and built settlements there.
• Having a weak infrastructure with almost no medical
care people had to rely on self medication.
• The old knowledge of making bitters was used to
produce remedies which were supposed to cure all
kinds of diseases.
• All bitters of that time were aromatic (stomach)
bitters.
• In the southern part of the country bitters made
by Creole immigrants with a totally different
flavour profile became popular.
• Some brands became very successful and
popular and were copied by other producers which
led to legal actions (e.g. The Angostura Bitters
Litigation).
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BITTERS & COCKTAILS
• With more and more people immigrating to America the number of bars and saloons
rose quickly.
• »Medicinal« bitters were part of every household and every bar.
• One day an unknown bartender must have had the idea to put them into one of his mixed
drinks and thus created a new drinks category named »cocktail«.
• From the mid 1800s cocktails became very popular and bitters
brands like Boker’s and Abbott’s (Angostura bitters – because it
contained Angostura bark) were an indispensable ingredient in
those drinks.
• They added complexity and additional taste and since they
contained a medicinal ingredient, cocktails were considered a healthy drink to strengthen the body.
• Bartenders became well-respected and some of them like
Jerry Thomas and Harry Johnson even wrote books with recipes and guidelines.
• In the 1880s orange bitters emerged – not designed as
another remedy but as a real cocktail ingredient – and
were an immediate success.
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FRIENDS & FOES
• In the 19th century only men were allowed
drinking in bars and saloons.
• Far too often boozing led to violence, accidents
and misfortune.
• A temperance movement began headed by the
church and an association of women called
»Anti-Saloon League«.
• They demanded total abstinence from alcohol
– but only with local success.
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BAD SETBACKS
• Producers of remedies in the U.S. made an outrageous promise that their product would cure any disease.
• In 1906 the »Pure Food & Drugs Act« was passed, a law to protect consumers.
• Bitters and other remedies were inspected by the U.S. Bureau of Chemistry.
• Some drugs were banned and if a product didn’t have medicinal values, the producer was not allowed to promote
it in such a way.
• Subsequently many bitters lost their status and reputation as a remedy.
• In 1920 Prohibition started in the U.S. and for the next 13 years it was
illegal to sell, produce, import and transport alcoholic beverages.
• Some bitters could still be sold, but based on alcohol they couldn’t be
produced in the U.S. and all domestic brands vanished from the market.
• Bartenders either had to reskill or they emigrated to Europe.
• Bars were forced to go underground (Speakeasies), alcohol had to
be bootlegged and cocktails were simplified and henceforth made
without bitters.
• Brands based outside of the U.S. profited from this situation and dominated the market when
the »Noble Experiment« ended in 1933.
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THE VOID
• In the early 20th century cocktail culture was just about to start in Europe.
• The Martini Cocktail was a very popular drink in European bars.
• Since bitters couldn’t be imported from the USA in the 1920s, some European gin producers came up with their own orange bitters.
• But by and by bitters went out of fashion and fruity »tiki« drinks became hip.
• Everyone forgot about bitters and it would take a few decades until bartenders remember
that they had once played a significant role …

In the meantime …
People discover bitters as
a general seasoning for
dishes such as soups,
salads, meats, fish, fruits,
sauces, puddings and
cakes.
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COMPANY HISTORY
• Berg & Hauck’s is an exclusive non-potable
line of bitters.
• Berg & Hauck’s was established by passionate
bartenders Stephan Berg and Alexander
Hauck in idyllic Bavaria in 2006.
• Their intention was to supply bar aficionados
with cocktail bitters that have not been seen
in a century.
• Both men gained experience making small
batch cocktail bitters for the bars they represented.
• For years Stephan has been collecting ancient cocktail books and authentic bitters from
the late 19th and early 20th century, and
these were the inspiration for their first
choice of cocktail bitters flavors.
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• Alexander, who is also a graphic designer,
created the distinctive look and feel of the
brand.
• Berg & Hauck’s bitters are specifically designed for recreating classic drinks made true
to the original recipe or for experimentation
with modern cocktail creations.
• For the Berg & Hauck’s range of Bitters only
the best quality natural ingredients are used.
• Enjoy Berg & Hauck’s bitters in your favorite
cocktail or mixed drink. They also add delicious flavor to numerous dishes like soups,
salads, meats, fish, fruits, sauces, puddings
and cakes.

UNIQUE PRODUCT FEATURES
User-friendly packaging
with excellent handling
properties

Good value for money:
4.2 fl. oz. bottle

Natural
ingredients

Good grip brown glass
bottle to protect against
degradation caused by
sunlight

Range of 6 bitters
basically complements
any cocktail

Dasher
instead of dropper

Macerated & percolated
(no infusions with
artificial flavorings!)

Plastic foil label
provides clean look

Developed & owned
by two award winning
bartenders

Traditional manufacturing process based
on authentic recipes
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TRADITIONAL MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Only ingredients of
highest quality are
used for Berg &
Hauck’s - products

After the maceration/percolation process is
finished the liquid is filtered and water or alcohol
is added to set it to its final alcohol strength

As a last step the product
is eventually tinged, bottled
and labeled

Maceration &
Percolation:
Extraction of
flavors by soaking
ingredients in
alcohol or water
Long extraction period:
Depending on the product
the maceration process
can take up to 2 months
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Maturation period:
For harmonization the product is
allowed to rest for several weeks

It’s valuable and
time-consuming
to produce Berg &
Hauck’s - Cocktail
Bitters. Our traditional manufacturing
process guarantees
an un-paralleled
and superior taste.
Only the best quality
is released to our
customers!

AROMATIC BITTERS
Berg & Hauck’s - Old Time Aromatic Bitters add
structure and complexity not only to classic and modern mixed drinks but also to many dishes and desserts. The Old Time Aromatic Bitters are bitter and
BROWNIES
1/2 cup White Sugar
2 tbsp Berg & Hauck’s Aromatic Bitters
2 tbsp Butter
1 1/2 cup Chocolate Chips
2 Eggs
1/2 tsp Vanilla Extract
2/3 cup All-Purpose Flour
1/4 tsp Baking Soda
1/2 tsp Salt

Heat sugar, butter,
bitters and chocolate
chips until melted.
Mix in eggs and
vanilla, then flour,
baking soda and
salt. Spread in
greased pan and
bake at 325°F for
25-30 minutes.

tangy to the taste with hints of cinnamon, cardamom, anise and cloves; typical gingerbread aromas
that are perfectly suited for drinks based on aged
spirits like Whisk(e)y, Rum, Brandy and Tequila.
MANHATTAN COCKTAIL
2 oz Rye/Bourbon Whiskey
3/4 oz Sweet Red Vermouth
3 dashes Berg & Hauck’s Aromatic Bitters
Stir ingredients with ice and
strain into a cocktail glass.
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ORANGE BITTERS
Berg & Hauck’s - Orange Bitters add structure, complexity and fruitiness not only to classic and modern mixed
drinks but also to many dishes and desserts. The aroma
of bitter orange peel followed by spicy flavors of carORANGE JAM
3 Oranges,
Zest finely grated
1 Grapefruit
2 tbsp Berg & Hauck’s Orange Bitters
2 cups White Sugar
1 tsp Pectin
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Section oranges and grapefruit
and squeeze juice out of the
membrane. Combine the zest,
fruit, juice, bitters, sugar and
pectin in a pot and bring to a
boil. Let it simmer for 20 minutes
and fill the jam in clean jars.

damom, caraway and nutmeg make the orange bitters
essential for the preparation of a Classic Dry Martini
Cocktail. Additionally, they can also be combined with
all kinds of clear and aged spirits as well as liqueurs.
DRY MARTINI COCKTAIL
2 oz Gin
1/4 oz Dry Vermouth
2 dashes Berg & Hauck’s Orange Bitters
Stir ingredients with ice and
strain into a cocktail glass.

CELERY BITTERS
Berg & Hauck’s - Celery Bitters were defunct for
decades and revived to please the most discriminating palate.
The Celery Bitters are very exotic and enrich cocktails and meals with unusual flavors of celery,
SALAD DRESSING
1/2 cup Olive Oil
1/4 cup Cider Vinegar
2 tsp Berg & Hauck’s Celery Bitters
1 tsp Dijon Mustard
1 tbsp Elderflower Syrup
or Honey
Salt & Pepper

Whisk cider vinegar,
olive oil, mustard,
elderflower syrup/
honey, salt, and
pepper in a bowl
and enjoy it on your
favorite salad.

lemongrass and ginger. They’re ideal for CorpseReviver style cocktails like the Bloody Mary, but also
go well with all kinds of clear sprits, like Gin, Vodka, Blanco Tequila and Light Rum. Furthermore they
are a great addition to soups and salads.
BLOODY MARY
2 oz Vodka oder Gin
4 dashes Berg & Hauck’s Celery Bitters
1/4 oz Lemon Juice
4 oz Tomato Juice
Worcestershire Sauce,
Tabasco, Salt & Pepper
Shake ingredients with ice and
strain into a tumbler.
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CREOLE BITTERS
Berg & Hauck’s - Creole Bitters reflect the Creole
way of life with all its beautiful complexity and
spiciness.
The Creole Bitters are fully balanced: bitter, sweet
and spicy. According to the traditional Creole style,
CREOLE RISOTTO
Vegetable Stock
Butter, divided
Onion, finely chopped
Arborio Rice
Berg & Hauck’s Creole Bitters
1/3 cup White Wine
1/4 cup Grated Reggiano
Parmesan Cheese
Salt to taste
4 cups
3 tbsp
1 small
1 cup
2 tbsp
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Melt 1.5 tbsp of the
butter in a saucepan and
add onions. Add the rice
after 3 minutes, then the
wine and bitters after 2
minutes. Stir constantly,
until the rice is done.
Add remaining butter
and cheese until both
are melted.

fruity and floral aromas unite with the flavors of
anise, caraway and fennel and therefore make these
bitters a wonderful addition to many classic and
modern drinks, soups, desserts, salads, sauces and
other food dishes.
PINK CAIPIRINHA
2 oz Cachaça
(Brazilian White Rum)
3 dashes Berg & Hauck’s Creole Bitters
1 Lime (chopped)
2 barspoons Cane Sugar
Muddle lime and sugar
in a tumbler, add all other
ingredients and ice and stir.

LEMON BITTERS
Berg & Hauck’s - Lemon Bitters add the liveliness
and freshness of lemons to every cocktail, long drink,
salad and dessert. The Lemon Bitters are fresh, fruity
and tangy with an unbelievably intense citrus aro-

CRÈME BRÛLÉE
Heavy Cream
White Sugar
Egg Yolks
Berg & Hauck’s Lemon Bitters
Vanilla Extract
1 tsp Superfine Sugar

2 cups
1/3
cup
6
1 tbsp

Whisk all ingredients except superfine
sugar in a bowl until the sugar dissolves.
Pour custard into ramekins. Place them
on a roasting pan and fill it with hot
water. Bake at 300°F for 35-40 minutes.
Sprinkle superfine sugar over the top
and caramelize it with kitchen torch.

ma and flavorful notes of coriander and cardamom.
They’re primarily suited for drinks based on clear spirits like Gin, Vodka, Blanco Tequila and Light Rum,
but also go well with many other spirits and liqueurs.

COSMOPOLITAN
2 oz Vodka
1/4 oz Orange Curaçao
3 dashes Berg & Hauck’s Lemon Bitters
1/4 oz Lime Juice
1 oz Cranberry Juice
Shake ingredients with ice and
strain into a cocktail glass.
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JERRY THOMAS BITTERS
Berg & Hauck’s - Jerry Thomas Bitters are dedicated
to Professor Jerry Thomas (1830-1885), who is considered to be the most famous and important bartender
of the 19th century. The Jerry Thomas Bitters include
BBQ SAUCE
2 cups Ketchup
2 tbsp Berg & Hauck’s Jerry Thomas Bitters
1 cup Brown Sugar
1/2 cup Red Wine Vinegar
1 tbsp Butter
1/4 tsp Garlic Powder
1/4 tsp Onion Powder
1/2 tsp Paprika
1 tsp Hickory Smoked Salt
1/2 tsp Pepper
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Mix ingredients in a
saucepan and simmer
for up to 20 minutes.

citrus and dried fruit aromas which unite with the spicy flavors of cloves, angostura bark and cinnamon.
They’re the perfect addition to all cocktails based on
aged spirits like Whisk(e)y, Rum, Tequila and Brandy.
RUM & GINGER
2 oz Aged Rum
2 dashes Berg & Hauck’s Jerry Thomas Bitters
fill up with Ginger Ale
Pour ingredients into a long drink
glass filled with ice and stir.

BITTERS KIT
Berg & Hauck’s - Bitters Kit can be carried in flight hand luggage and therefore is the ideal companion for all globetrotters who won’t
settle for anything less than perfect drinks during their travels! With 5 totally different flavors in a lovely designed box, this kit is also
the perfect addition to anybody’s home bar.
The kit includes the following flavors:
Old Time Aromatic Bitters, Orange Bitters, Original Celery Bitters, Lemon Bitters and Creole Bitters.
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Imported by Worldwide Libations LLC, Hackensack, New Jersey

www.WORLDWIDELIBATIONS.com
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